The Olympia 465
A Brief History by Mark Wills.

About this book
A brief history of the EoN Olympia 465.

Cover photo EoN 465 in a ﬁeld
at Hamstead Marshall after a
ﬁeld landing. The glider had
just completed a ﬂight from
Lasham to Birdlip Hill a
distance of about 200 Km.

A brief history of the Elliots of Newbury
Olympia 465.
This book is intended to give a brief description of the Olympia 465 glider mainly in
pictures. The example shown is the only existing example of the original 2 built. The
gliders were originally constructed by Elliots for the 1965 World Gliding Championships
held at South Cerney. The pair of gliders came about as the result of Anthony Deane
Drummond ﬂying an EoN 463 in the 1963 world championships in Argentina. He
concluded that performance could be improved considerably by reducing the frontal area
of the fuselage and cockpit while removing the skid, raising the wheel and employing an
all moving tail. Deane Drummond put this to the managing director of Elliots, Horrace
Buckingham, who built two prototypes the ﬁrst with a standard 463 wing section and the
second with a thinner wing section with the intention of improving high speed
performance. The 465’s also had mass balanced ailerons rather than the Frieze ailerons of
the 463 with a sealed hinge line. Various other small modiﬁcations were also made to
reduce drag and smooth the airﬂow around the airframe.
Horrace Buckingham died in the summer of 1965 and the board of directors decided that
glider production was un-proﬁtable. Several 463’s were completed after 65, probably from
parts that were in stock, but the 465 design was not developed. Glass ﬁbre was coming in
at this time and the days of wooden glider manufacture were numbered.
The phase 1 465 was destroyed in a fatal accident at Bloemfontein Gliding Club South
Africa in 2001.
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EoN 465 Phase 2.
Both of the 465’s were ﬂown in the 1965 world championships, the ﬁrst by Anthony
Deane Drummond for the UK and the second by Alan Cameron for New Zealand.
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Deane Drummond achieved an overall 9th position although he came joint ﬁrst on the
ﬁrst day of the contest and ﬂew a Slingsby Dart on one day, due to veering oﬀ course and
hitting runway markers on the ground run in light variable wind conditions. This was a
particular issue with the 460 series caused by the belly hook position. The 465 2 was ﬁtted
with a nose hook when we renovated it to avoid this problem. Cameron was 41st. I have
been told that Cameron found navigation very diﬃcult in the less than clear visibility in
60’s UK, compared to the conditions he was used to in New Zealand. The phase 2 465 was
landed in standing corn and the tail assembly damaged at some time in 65. It was repaired
with the all moving tailplane higher up on the fuselage, possibly to improve ground
clearance.
The Photo’s and descriptions in this book include a range of pictures from the full
restoration which was undertaken in the 80’s by Keith Green and myself. The aircraft is
now un-airworthy due to corrosion in the aluminium parts of the main spar. This
problem was not known about until after the restoration.
Mark Wills.

Left photo shows a 460. Note the skid, fabric covered rear fuselage separate elevator and lift
oﬀ canopy. The right picture shows 2 463’s with non structural ﬁbreglass on the rear fuselage.

Left photo shows the Phase 1 465 at South Cerney with Deane Drummond. Right photo
shows the phase 2 at Bicester with Alan Cameron. The colour scheme was white and fawn.

Left the ﬁrst page of the log book showing details of early ﬂights. Right picture shows 465 2 ﬂying over the Welsh borders
in October 1978. The glider had been rescued from Carlton Moore, Yorkshire in 1976 having been abandoned for many
years. The previous owner had apparently frightened himself in the glider and abandoned it.
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Cutaway diagram of the 465 from Flight International 27th May 1965

Left polar curve graph showing sink rate at diﬀerent speeds for the phase 1. Right EoN logo
taken from the ﬁn of a 463.

Left photo shows the 465 2 at Lasham shortly after it was purchased by Keith and myself. Note the transparent
fairing in the centre section fairing. The glider was in very tatty condition. Right photo shows the fuselage
stripped of fabric and ﬁlled ready for re covering.

Left to right. Nose section ﬁlled and rubbed down. Centre the rear fuselage being re-covered.
Right the nose covered but the fabric is not stretched and doped yet.

Left to Right. Port tailplane uncovered showing large lead balance weight in root of leading
edge. One of the very large anti balance trim tabs. The uncovered tailplane half’s in position.

Left to right. Fuselage primed rubbed down and ready for a top coat. Sprayed and ready for re-assembly. Note
the nose hook now ﬁtted to avoid problems on aerotow. The rudder nice and shiny in its new paint.
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The 465 with fuselage recently re-furbished after a winter and most of the summer of 1990.
Several hundred hours work.

Left the wings in the process of being stripped of old fabric. Some re proﬁling under the leading edges was
found, near the wing root. Right the white areas are micro balloon and epoxy resin ﬁller to remove the rippling of
the 1.5mm ply between the ribs.

Left one wing covered and partly doped. Right the wings have been sprayed with silver UV protection then a
primer surfacer. The primer is being rubbed down with ﬁne wet and dry paper for a good ﬁnish. at least 90% of
the work is in the preparation.

After another winters work on the wings and ailerons the project is complete. Keith Green
in the cockpit awaiting launch. As you can see it’s a tight ﬁt.

Left the instrument panel. Right the control connections . The red and green rods connect
the ailerons the white ones are air brakes.

Left the inside of the cockpit with instruments removed. Note the green trim wheel, allegedly from a
Wellington Bomber, very powerful trim on this glider. Blue air-brake lever, yellow cable release knob and red
canopy catch. Right admirers at the launch point.
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The reason for the gliders downfall. The thin white line between the metal and mahogany sections of the main
spar is anaerobic inter-granular corrosion. This problem was discovered after a fatal accident to a 463. The
corrosion on the 465 was worse than the glider which broke up. This is un economical to repair.

Hanging the 465 up in the roof at Woodley. A really interesting problem. Thanks in
particular to Julian Ben David and Ray Whittaker who gave up a day to help.

Left all the strops chains and ropes lifting into place. Right the two support cables ﬁxed and
the canopy on.
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Finally the glider ﬁxed up in the roof and looking great. Clear panels have been put on the
underside main spar roots to show the construction.
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Observations
This was not an easy glider to ﬂy, it would easily catch you out if you let it. The elevator was very
powerful, the controls heavy, it had quite dramatic spinning characteristics, especially to the left. Having
said that once you got used to it and knew what you could get away with it was a very good glider of it’s
time. There were a number of issues that could have been resolved in developing the type. The fuselage
was actually a bit short. A bit more length would have improved stability in yaw. The cockpit could have
been a bit bigger for tall pilots. The wing root to fuselage interface could have been blended better.
Keith had a theory that it shed vortices at the root which must have generated drag. The amount of
mahogany in the spar booms, which appears to have caused the extensive corrosion, could have been
addressed although the problem was not understood in 1965.
Mark Wills
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